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A.I. Virtanen (AIV) and the Institute of Biochemistry

- Ph.D chemistry 1919

- Valio laboratory 1921

- Developed AIV food preservatives

- Institute of Biochemistry 1931

- Nobel Prize 1945

Very influential
in the 40’s and 50’s



Lennart Simons: The beginning of the career

1932: Ph.D in physics

1938–1940: Guest researcher at the Niels Bohr instituute.
Got acquainted with nuclear physics.

1941: Professor at University of Helsinki

Beginning of nuclear physics in Finland



Lise Meitner:
Escape to Sweden
Otto Hahn: continues
research on uranium

Hahn makes first radiochemical
observations of fission in uranium

Meitner and O.R. Frisch develop
a simple model for the fission

At the Bohr institute Frisch makes the first
direct observations of fission.

Lennart Simons aids with the experiments,
and begins himself to study fission.

12/1938

1938 – 1939: Uranium fission

7/1938

1/1939

Meitner and Hahn in the Berlin
laboratory c. 1910.



The Manhattan project: Atomic bomb based on Uranium fission

Manhattan project in the USA
(O.R. Frisch participates)

1942 - 1945

The USA drops two atomic bombs on Japan
(Hiroshima, Nagasaki).
End of World War II

1945



Lise Meitner after the war

- Very famous just after the war

- With President Harry Truman
at her America-tour.

Meitner visited Finland in 1947,
hosted by Lennart Simons.



Simons work in the 40’s on asymmetry of uranium fission

In fission, the nucleus generally splits asymmetrically

Simons began in Copenhagen work on determination of the asymmetry
and continued it after the war in Helsinki

The work was shortlived and got little attention, since in
the USA more accurate measurements were made

Lennart Simons,
Sjätte Nordiska
Kemistmötet,
Lund, 1947



Simons and the beginning of nuclear physics:
the Van de Graaff-accelerator

1946: Runar Gåsström began as assistant for Simons.
Worked until 1951 within the Van de Graaff-project

Internationally competitive research in nuclear physics required obtaining an
accelerator

Funding for Van de Graaf in 1947

The economy was still in warlike
condition, so the funding was
very exceptional

Not operational until 1958



Simons and beginning of nuclear technology:
Medical isotope-based diagnostics

Simons took the initiative whereby
research began on the use of
isotopes in medical diagnostics at
the Maria Hospital

Runar Gåsström was in charge of the
practical realization of the collabo-
ration with medical scientists

1946

1948-1954



Runar Gåsström
at prof. Simons

Who was Runar Gåsström ?

Viktor Gåsström, previous America-
immigrant and red agitator, supported
his family (incl. Runar Gåsström) as
independent housebuilder. The son
Runar Gåsström studied physics at
Moscow University.

1933 Soviet Union

1946 Finland

1906 USA



A.I. Virtanen and Lennart Simons

AIV became chairman of the Academy
of Finland in 1948

Uncompromising opponent of ”YYA-
politics”

Hostile to the few left-leaning or
progressive minded scientists

Simons became at the end of the war
outspokenly progressive on political
matters

Was modestly active in the Swedish
Peoples Party, where he represented
the left wing

Politically more passive since the 50’s

Several indirect índications of a collision. Was probably unavoidable.



The Simons case in the Helsinki Court of Appeals
(Helsingin hovioikeus)

Simons was suspected of embezzlement and smaller wrongdoings

The charges were officially initiated by Department head prof. Nils Fontell
1953

Simons was barred from office 4/1953 - 1/1956



Runar Gåsström moves abroad

Runar Gåsström statements on Simons under police investigation

 Gåsström suddenly in the focal point of the Simons case in the summer 1954

Ylioppilaslehti
22.10 1954

Runar Gåsström with family moves to Holland 10/1954,
never to return



Verdict 22.12: Simons was given minor fines, but in practice
he won the case1955

The case was quickly forgotten by the general  public

The Simons case in the Helsinki Court of Appeals
(Helsingin hovioikeus)



Letter from Akademy/AIV to the Government

President Eisenhower holds in the UN his Atoms for Peace-talk12/1953

Serious discussions in the Akademy of FinlandEnd of 1954

1955 - 1958: The Energy committee

16.3 1955

The Government assigns the Energy
Comittee, with prof. Erkki Laurila as
chairman

25.3 1955



Erkki Laurila and TKK (now Aalto Univ.) technical physics

Professor of technical physics at TKK1945

Activities:  • Computer technology
• Control engineering
• Semiconductor technology

Laurila was a pioneer of these fields in Finland

Laurila was the key person in founding
the ”Matematiikkakone-komitea”, a
committee working towards constructing
the first computer in Finland

1954

1955 CHAIRMAN OF THE ENERGY COMMITTEE



Erkki Laurila as pioneer of the computer age: Two examples

The ESKO-computer
(Matematiikkakone-komitea)

Semiconductor technology

Laurila’s change of direction was no small matter

Erkki Laurila,
Lämpösähköisten ilmiöitten
teknillisistä sovellutuksista
Arkhimedes,  No.1, 1957

Erkki Laurila,
Puolijohteiden fysiikasta
Arkhimedes,  No.1, 1958

Laurila was for his time excellently versed in the scientific-
technological basis of the rising field of computing



The Energy comittee and the Atomic Energy Council
[Atomienergianeuvottelukunta (AEN)]

Energy committee 1955 – 1958

Committee Report 1956:

- Test reactor to TKK

- Other investments in atomic technology

AEN at the Ministry of Finance in 1958

Atomic Energy Council (AEN) 1958 →

Erkki Laurila chairman → 1977

E. Laurila A.I. Virtanen



The Energy committee and Lennart Simons

During 1954 – 1958 Simons was active both on research on reactor
technology as well as in the public debate on atomic technology.

Still, Simons apparently was in no dealings
with the energy committee

9.9 1958



Did the Energy committee and the Simons case have a connection ?

Hypothesis: The underlying motive behind the Simons case was to keep Simons away from
the Government allocations to atomic technology

Motivations: The Simons case was unique and by itself quite senseless. It is
questionable whether there was genuine faith in the charges

Simons leftist/progressive profile + suspect assistant Gåsström

Simons was in the early 50’s the only internationally recognized
nuclear physicist.
=> Without the Simons case difficult to justify sidelining him

Timing:  just right for the hypothesis

There are hints that removing him from office was the goal of
the charges



International paragons to the Simons case ?

France:
Frederic Joliot-Curie

USA:
Robert Oppenheimer

A ”case” connected
to Simons:

Professor of nuclear
Physics, Phil B. Smith,
Groningen Univ.

- Participated in Dutch-
Nordic Accelerator-
symposium in Hanko
in 1964.
- Simons guest
lecturer at HU Dept.
of Physics 1-5/2 1965.

- ”McCarthy-
refugee” from USA

- active in Pugwash-
movement.

Leading nuclear physicist
in France

Member of the French
Communist party

Directed French Research
on atomic technology (CEA)
until was dismissed in 1950
for political reasons.

Physicist who was
scientific leader of the
Manhattan-project.

Like many other
phycisists, had in the
30’s some connections
to the communist
movement

Had to face hard and
public investigations in the
50’s because of suspected
ties to the Soviet Union.



Via Test Reactor to Nuclear power

The Otaniemi Test Reactor
became operational in 1962

Formed the basis of TKK
teaching and research of
atomic technology

The Loviisa nuclear reactor was
ordered from the Soviet Union
in 1969

The Loviisa & Olkiluoto
nuclear power stations were
operational by the early 80’s



Runar Gåsström ”Back in the USSR”

One picture
tells more
than …

1960’s:  Gåsström (left),
unknown, and Yuri B. Rumer
(Georg Rumer), who is
counted among the pioneers
of quantum physics

Return to Soviet Union1960

Doctor of Science 1961 in non-public
defence occasion

Was a well salaried professor

1960 –
1990



Markus Ahlskog

Katsaus Suomen varhaiseen
atomihistoriaan

Finska Vetenskaps-societeten –
Suomen Tiedeseura 2022

SUMMARY

• The atomic history of Finland
begins with Simons Copenhagen
years 1938-1940

• The political strains of the time
affected the development of
atomic technology :

- The Simons case
- The career change of Laurila ?

• The significance of the Gåsström
case is still unclear.


